- Abelow Sherman Architects
- ADG Architecture & Design
- Aman Architecture
- Andrew Fredman Architect LLC
- Ankasa
- Applied Design Initiative, LLC
- Archilier Architecture
- Arthur Dunnam for Jed Johnson Studio
- Auerbach Pollock Friedlander
- Aurelie Paradiso Design
- Avenue Mosaic
- Awad Architects Inc.
- Axis Mundi
- Belmont Freeman Architects
- Benelli & Batsch Architects
- BG Studio International Inc.
- BMR Energy LLC
- Bonsignore Architects
- Bories & Shearron
- Brizille Lite Tech
- Bromley Caldari Architects
- Brown & Caldwell
- Building Studio Architects
- Cava Construction
- Chin de Watteville
- City View Blinds of New York Inc.
- Cosmo Veneziale, Architect, PLLC
- Crafted Interiors
- Curtis
- Danielé Perna Designs
- Dattnner Architects
- David Hunter Architects
- David Mexico Design Group
- David Thiergartner Interiors
- Dean Maltz Architect, Shigeru Ban
- DeArch Architecture PC
- Design 3 Architect PC
- Designer’s Fore Ltd.
- Diaz Architects, Inc.
- Dirtworks Landscape Architecture, PC
- DL Design Associates
- DL Marble & Granite
- DM Art
- Donald Kaufman Color
- D’Studio Architecture PC
- Duke Beeson AIA
- Ecosystems Energy Services USA
- Edward Pierce Design
- Elise Som Design Studio
- Empire City Consultants
- Enterprise Lighting Products
- Environments for Health
- Architecture
- Eric K. Daniels Architect PC
- Erwin & Bielinski PLLC
- Estiluz, Inc.
- Fabbian USA
- FCI Consultants
- Fiedler Marciano Architecture
- Fiskaa Engineering
- Forest Electric
- Forms+Surfaces, MSEI NYC
- Four 3 Design Associates
- Fradkin & McAlpin Architects
- GEI Consultants
- Gibbs & Cox
- Gray Fox Flooring, Genesis
- Hatch Mott Macdonald
- HDR Inc.
- Heitler Houstoun Architects
- Heritage Architecture
- Hoffmann Architects, Inc.
- HOK Architects PC
- Hotopp, ATen Lighting
- HTA Architectural Lighting
- Huff + Gooden Architects LLC
- IBSECAD Engineering
- Inspiron Construction Management
- Ismael Leyva Architects PC
- Jan Hird Pokorny Associates, Inc.
- Jeffrey Berman, Architect
- Jeffrey Hutchison & Associates, LLC
- Joe Ginsberg Design
- John B. Murray Architect, LLC
- Kaback Enterprises
- KSQ Design
- Kahn Associates
- Kennedy Fabrications Architectural Models
- Kinlin Rutherford Architects
- Kleinnmann Architects
- Kouzmanoff Bainton Architects
- Kuglar Ning Lighting Design
- Laurence G. Jones Architects, PLLC
- LDGN Landscape Architects
- Lewis and Gould
- Light Plan Design
- Lite Tech
- Longman Lindsey
- Magnusson Architecture and Planning PC
- Maison Rouge / EFS
- Manhattan Business Interiors
- Margulies Hoelzli Architecture
- Marin Architects P.C
- Mark Cunningham
- Martell-Donagher LLC
- Max Gordon Architects, PC
- McKissack
- Method Architects
- Michael Halebian & Co., Inc.
- Michael Rubin Architects, PLLC
- Moran Hook Architecture, PLLC
- Murphy Burnham Buttrick Architects
- Muse Architects PLLC
- MZA Michael Zenreich Architect PC
- Next Design
- NLC Industries
- NTA Design Group
- NYSERDA
- O’Blaney Rinker Associates
- O’Neil Langan Architects
- Outsource Consultants
- P&T Interiors
- Pepe Lopez Design
- Philip Koether Architects
- PJC Architecture
- PLAN Architecture, PLLC
- PM Architecture
- Porter Fanna Architecture
- Purcell Architects
- RAB ID
- Rachel Hauck
- Reber Design Architecture
- Revamp Interior Design
- Richard Ian Design
- Richard McElhiney Architects LLC
- Rosenwasser/Grossman Consulting Engineers
- Rusk Renovations
- S3 Architecture LLC
- Safari Energy
- Salazar Architecture, LLC
- Samuel Anderson Architects
- Saratoga Associates
- SBLD Studio
- Schwinghammer Lighting
- Setty & Associates
- Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
- SLCE Architects
- Sparrow Design
- Stephen Yablon Architecture PLLC
- Steven Dubner Landscaping, Inc.
- Studio IntraMuros
- Studio ST
- Syndicate Architecture PLLC
- T. Kondos Assoc. Lighting
- TAD Associates
- Terjesen Associates, Architects
P.C.
• The Lawrence Group Architects
• The Lighting Group
• Thomas R. Devanney Architect LLC
• Tirschwell & Co.
• Traikovski Interiors
• Tuller McNealus Feld
• Unique Spaces, Unique Window Treatment
• Urbahn Architects PLLC
• Urban Edition Architecture
• Urban Green Energy
• Urban Pioneering Architecture
• VGC NYC Inc.
• Vicente Wolf Associates, VW Home
• Vincent Trocchia, Architects
• WAAI Design
• WALD Studio
• WCD Group
• West Fourth Architecture
• WNL Lighting
• Workshop / APD
• Yamada Architecture and Design PLLC
• Youber Design Inc.
• ZB Space, Inc